This paper aims to develop a new architecture that can make full use of the feature maps of convolutional networks. To this end, we study a number of methods for video-based person re-identification and make the following findings: 1) Max-pooling only focuses on the maximum value of a receptive field, wasting a lot of information. 2) Networks with different streams even including the one with the worst performance work better than networks with same streams, where each one has the best performance alone. 3) A full connection layer at the end of convolutional networks is not necessary. Based on these studies, we propose a new convolutional architecture termed Three-Stream Convolutional Networks (TSCN). It first uses different streams to learn different aspects of feature maps for attentive spatio-temporal fusion of video, and then merges them together to study some union features. To further utilize the feature maps, two architectures are designed by using the strategies of multi-scale and upsampling. Comparative experiments on iLIDS-VID, PRID-2011 and MARS datasets illustrate that the proposed architectures are significantly better for feature extraction than the state-of-the-art models.
Introduction
The re-identification problem aims to identify the same person when he/she moves between non-overlapping cameras distributed at different locations [4] . It has received an increasing attention due to its potential applications such as people tracking in the surveillance videos and criminal investigation. However, it is still a very challenging task because person images/videos captured from the same/different cameras usually have large variations of lighting conditions, viewing points, body poses and backgrounds.
Currently, a variety of person re-identification algorithms have been developed. They can mainly be classified into two categories: still image-based approaches and the video-based ones. However, most of existing methods solve the person re-identification task with the former category [1, 19, 28, 31, 33, 32] , while only a few methods are designed with the latter one. In reality, the video-based method is a more natural way to address the task of person re-identification. Intuitively, temporal information appeared in the videos can be used to capture the person motion. Moreover, videos contain rich samples of a person's appearance [15, 14] , which allow to build a better model with more discriminative poses, viewpoints, and backgrounds. Therefore, in this paper, we will focus on the problem of videobased person re-identification.
In a video-based method, optical flows are applied to extract temporal information from the consecutive frames of a person. With the extracted optical flows, single-stream and two-stream architectures have been explored. A singlestream architecture concatenates optical flows with RGB images as the inputs of a RNN (or CNN-RNN) model for training the model [24, 35, 37] . For a two-stream architecture, it separately builds two CNN architectures with optical flows and RGB images as their inputs, and then fuses/feeds them to a RNN model [3, 27, 20] . As a result, all the singlestream and two-stream architectures can be viewed as methods of data fusion and model fusion, respectively. Instead of designing approaches for data fusion or model fusion, in this paper we will consider how to design effective architectures of networks that can fully utilize the learned feature maps.
Generally, the operation of pooling is used for downsampling in a CNN architecture. In practice, convolutional layers that have a stride of 2 also perform downsampling directly [6] . It has been shown that max-pooling can achieve reasonable success on the task of video-based person re- 
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Focus on fixed location Figure 1 . Example of multi-stream convolutional neural network. Different streams learn different aspects of the feature maps. Maxpooling, average-pooling and 2 stride convolutional layer focus on the maximum value, average value and fixed location of receptive field respectively.
identification [24, 35, 37] . However, when we use the maxpooling to sample the feature maps, it will dissipate many learned features. In fact, features that are not the maximum values also can help to solve the problem of person re-identification as shown in Section 4.2.1. In addition, the strategies of multi-scale and upsampling are also beneficial for reusing the learned features via mapping the features into different dimensionalities. Therefore, to make full use of the learned feature maps, we propose three new deep learning models that take the advantages of downsampling, multi-scale and upsampling. In each model, it contains multi-stream CNN architectures, where every stream focuses on different aspects of the learned feature maps. Fig. 1 illustrates an example of multi-stream CNN architecture. As shown in this figure, we use different strategies to make the proposed model concentrate on different aspects of feature maps (e.g. max-pooling concentrates on the maximum value of receptive field). With these strategies, all the learned features will be fully used for feature representation on the task of video-based person re-identification. Because the best results are obtained by utilizing a threestream CNN architecture, we refer it as three-stream convolutional network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will introduce the related work. Section 3 will investigate the properties of different combinations, and then present the novel architectures. Section 4 will compare the performance of proposed method with other relevant state-of-the-art algorithms on iLIDS-VID, PRID-2011 and MARS datasets. Conclusions together with some further studies are summarized in the last section.
Related Work
In the past few years, researchers have designed various algorithms for person re-identification. These algorithms mainly focus on two aspects: feature representations [23, 18, 40] and metric learning [17, 34, 38, 39, 25] . Gray and Tao [5] learned viewpoint invariant features for pedestrian recognition by combining spatial and color information. Farenzena et al. [2] extracted the texture histograms by studying the perceptual principles of symmetry and asymmetry. Kviatkovsky et al. [12] proposed a novel intradistribution structure based on the color distributions, which can learn the illumination invariant features under a variety of imaging conditions. Weinberger et al. [30] adopted the idea of large margin nearest neighbor metric (LMNN) to gather the k-nearest neighbors and separate examples from different classes by a large margin. Zheng et al. [42] utilized relative distance comparison (RDC) to maximize the likelihood of a pair of true matches. Liao et al. [16] employed an effective architecture called Local Maximal Occurrence (LOMO) to learn a stable representation against viewpoint changes by maximizing the occurrence.
To use the temporal information, more and more researchers began to consider the video-based reidentification problem. With HOG3D descriptor, Klaser et al. [11] calculated the highest similarity between two video fragments as the distance of these two videos. Karaman et al. [8] attempted to make the similar frames to have the similar labels by using a conditional random field (CRF). Yan et al. [36] tried to use the recurrent feature aggregation network (RFA-Net) to aggregate sequence level representations with LSTM. More recently, McLaughlin et al. [24] applied a CNN to obtain the image-level representation and then fed it into a RNN to exploit the temporal information. Zhang et al. [37] replaced the RNN with bidirectional recurrent neural networks (BRNN) to effectively learn spatio-temporal features. Zhou et al. [43] employed the spatial recurrent model (SRM) and temporal attention model (TAM) to study the spatio-temporal information. Xu et al. [31] utilized spatial pyramid pooling and attentive temporal pooling to improve the performance. Liu et al. [20] tried to accumulate the motion context by using a twostream convolutional architecture. Unlike the existing deep learning based methods for video-based re-identification, our proposed models use a multi-stream convolutional architecture, in which different streams learn different aspects of feature maps and then they merge together to obtain some union characteristics.
Approach
A recurrent-convolutional network for video-based person re-identification usually consists of CNN architectures and a RNN network. The CNN architectures are utilized to extract feature representation from the multiple frames of video. The RNN network is applied to learn the temporal information between them. Downsampling is essential to a CNN architecture. As discussed previously, the traditional downsampling operation such as max-pooling only uses the maximum value, ignoring a lot of learned features. Therefore, in this paper, we propose the multi-stream convolutional network for video-based person re-identification. It can make full use of the learned feature maps by employing different streams of convolutional network which focus on different properties of the feature maps. To further reuse the learned features, two multi-scale convolutional networks are also developed.
Different multi-streams
In this part, we consider two questions: 1) How to generate different multi-streams? 2) How to make different multi-streams focus on different aspects of the learned feature maps? The operation of max-pooling only focuses on the maximum value, wasting a lot of information. For example, if we use a 2×2 max-pooling, only a quarter of the learned feature maps are adopted. Although the averagepooling considers all the feature maps, it treats all the features equally. Fortunately, a convolutional layer with a stride greater than 2 also performs downsampling by replacing the pooling operation. It concentrates on the learned feature maps with fixed positions. The dilated max/averagepooling also can be used for downsampling. With dilated max/average-pooling, the networks focus on larger receptive field. Recently, many pooling operations such as adaptive max/average-pooling and fractional max-pooling have been proposed. With these pooling operations, we can build multi-stream convolutional networks. Because different multi-streams focus on different aspects of the learned feature maps (e.g. max-pooling concentrates on the maximum value of receptive field), we can make full use of feature maps with these multi-streams. In fact, we can also generate different streams by using an "upconvolutional" layer, multi-scale or upsampling achieved by padding the smaller map with zeros. In the experiments, we will investigate most of the generating methods coupled with various of convolutional networks.
As shown in Section 4.2.1, networks with different streams even including the one with the worst performance work better than networks with same streams, where each one has the best performance alone. It means that a stream with the poor performance can further improve the performance of the one with good result. In other words, different streams complement each other to learn some different aspects of the feature maps, that they can not learned independently. As a result, in our proposed model, three different streams will complement each other to learn some union features.
Spatial fusion with multi-stream networks
We consider different methods for fusing multi-stream convolutional networks. Because each network in the multistreams concentrates on an aspect of the learned feature maps and it has the same channels and spatial resolution at the layers to be fused, we can simply stack layers on one network. To make it more concrete, we study several ways of fusing layers among multi-stream networks. We use x s ∈ H×W ×D to denote the feature maps of the sth (s = 1, 2, ..., S) stream, where S, W , H and D are the number of multi-streams, the width, height and channel number of the feature maps. Let f be the fusion function:
where y is the fused feature map. f can be easily used in any layer of the multi-streams if they have the same channels and spatial resolution.
• Sum fusion. In a multi-stream network, the sum fusion,
), is to compute the sum of some or all the feature maps at the same spatial locations i, j and channels d:
• Max fusion. Similarly, the max fusion,
, takes the maximum of some or all the feature maps:
• Channel fusion. In a multi-stream network, the channel fusion,
, stacks some or all the feature maps at the same spatial locations i, j across channels d:
where y cha ∈ H×W ×(S1×D) .
• Width fusion. In a multi-stream network, the width fusion,
, stacks some or all the feature maps at the same spatial heights i and channels d across spatial widths j:
where y wid ∈ H×(S1×W )×D .
• Height fusion. In a multi-stream network, the height fusion,
, stacks some or all the feature maps at the same spatial widths j and channels d across spatial heights i:
With the baseline model as shown in Fig. 2 , we evaluate and compare each possible fusion method in terms of their classification accuracy in our experiments. Note that the number of channel is arbitrary for channel fusion. We can change the number of channel on any stream and optimize over the filters at any layer to make this arbitrary correspondence useful for subsequent learning. In the case of width fusion, the width number of the feature maps can also be changed. Similarly to width fusion, the height number of the feature maps is again arbitrary for height fusion. For convenience, we fix the width, height and channel number of the feature maps for all the layers to be fused in the experiments. Spatial fusion can be applied at any point among the multi-stream networks when they have same spatial resolution. Actually, the spatial fusion have significant impact on the number of parameters and layers. In the experimental section, we evaluate some networks that spatial fusion can be placed at different points to implement e.g. early-fusion or late-fusion.
In this paper, we show that it is not necessary to use a full connection layer in the multi-stream convolutional networks, even it's harmful in a recurrent-convolutional network. Many previous work have been shown that a full connection layer with small size of 128 is necessary at the end of convolutional networks and it can achieve the stateof-the-art performance. However, in the multi-stream networks, we replace the full connection layer with a convolutional layer. As a result, the image-level representation is more meaningful and the dimension of feature space can be set to a very high value reserved more information of the image. Without a full connection layer at the end of convolutional networks, we obtain the state-of-the-art performance.
Multi-stream with multi-scale and upsampling
As mentioned above, we can easily implement spatial fusion at any point among the multi-stream networks, with the only constraint that the feature maps have the same spatial resolution. This can be achieved by using multi-scale, upsampling or an "upconvolutional" layer. Multi-scale can be applied to mapping the features into different dimensional- ities. Upsampling can simply be implemented by padding the smaller feature map with zeros. However, we do not utilize the "upconvolutional" layer in our models. In practice, multi-scale and upsampling are adaptive to variations in person/body size due to perspective effect or image resolution in the frames of the video.
With multi-scale and upsampling, we construct two multi-stream CNN architectures: two-stream multi-scale network and three-stream multi-scale network. Similarly to pooling operations, networks with multi-scale focus on some different characteristics of the feature maps. As shown in Fig. 3 , the two-stream multi-scale network can be fused at three layers, which can achieve the goal of pixelwise registration of the channels from each stream. The three-stream multi-scale network uses multi-scale to obtain different dimensionalities at the lower-level layers and gets the same spatial resolution with upsampling before the fusion (higher-level) layer, see Fig. 4 . 
Proposed architecture
Based on the previous discussion, we propose a new attentive spatio-temporal fusion architecture. In fact, it can be extended to three new attentive spatio-temporal fusion models by replacing the part of multi-stream CNN with three effective CNN architectures shown in Figs. 2-4 . The choices of the parameters for proposed architectures (e.g. number of stream, spatial fusion method, layer and attentive temporal pooling) are based on our empirical evaluation. Fig. 5 illustrates the architecture of the proposed network. It employs a Siamese network architecture, which has two sub-networks with same weights. As shown in this figure, our network architecture consists of three parts: convolutional network, the recurrent network and the attentive temporal pooling layer. The recurrent network is used for capturing temporal information of the frames in a video and the attentive temporal pooling layer inspired by the works of [35] guides for effectively extracting this temporal information. For convolutional network, it is a critical part of the attentive spatio-temporal fusion architectures. We design three multi-stream convolutional networks to replace the single-stream or two-stream architectures. As mentioned above, the multi-stream convolutional networks can make full use of the feature maps because each stream focuses on some characteristics of the feature maps.
As suggested by [24] , both the Siamese loss and the identity loss are used to train the proposed architectures. Given a pair of sequences of persons i and j, we use the Siamese network to obtain the sequence feature vectors v i and v j . After that, the Siamese loss objective function with Euclidean distance can be given as follows:
where m is the margin that separates features of different persons. In addition, we use standard softmax function to predict the identity of the person in the sequence, and then we adopt the cross-entropy loss to obtain the identity loss objective function L(v i ) and L(v j ). Finally, we define the overall training objective function P (v i , v j ) by simultaneously optimizing the Siamese loss and the identity loss:
Here, we treat the Siamese loss and the identity loss equally. The proposed architectures can be trained endto-end using back-propagation-through-time. We detail the training parameters in the next section.
Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate our proposed models for video-based person re-identification on iLIDS-VID [29] , PRID-2011 [7] and MARS [41] datasets and compare the performance with state-of-the-art algorithms. Several important parameters will also be experimentally evaluated.
Datasets
The iLIDS-VID dataset contains 300 persons, where each person is represented by two sequences appeared in two non-overlapping camera views at an airport arrival hall under a multi-camera CCTV network. The length of sequences range from 23 to 192 frames with an average length of 73. Due to clothing similarities for different persons, lighting and viewpoint variations, cluttered background and random occlusions, it becomes very challenging.
The PRID-2011 dataset consists of 749 persons captured by two non-overlapping cameras. Each image sequence has the length of frame from 5 to 675, with an average number of 100. Compared with the iLIDS-VID dataset, it has simple backgrounds and rare occlusions. Following the protocol used in [35] , only the first 200 persons captured by both cameras are utilized.
The MARS dataset is the largest video-based person reidentification benchmark dataset to date. It has 1261 different persons, each person has at least two image sequences automatically obtained by DPM detector and GMMCP tracker. These sequences are captured by 2-6 cameras and each identity has 13.2 sequences on average. Similar to the protocol used in [35] , we randomly choose two cameras of the same person for evaluation, where the case was reduced to experiences with iLIDS-VID and PRID-2011.
Following [35] , we randomly split each dataset into training set and testing set with equal size. We repeat the experiments 10 times with different splits and report the average results with Cumulative Matching Characteristics (CMC) curves. To train the Siamese network, we set the margin to 4 and choose the sequences of the same person or different person under different cameras as the positive or negative pairs respectively. For the fairness of experiments, we set the length of each person sequence to 16 for training and 128 for testing. We set the initial learning rate to 2e-3, and multiply it by 0.5 after the 800th epoch, and accomplish the training process at 1200th epoch. Given 150 persons, training for 1200 epochs takes about one day and a half using the Nvidia K80 GPU.
Performance evaluation of multi-streams
Before comparing the performance with the state-of-theart methods, we conduct several experiments on iLIDS-VID dataset to verify the effectiveness of our proposed multistream networks.
Networks with different streams vs. networks with same streams
To show the effectiveness of multi-stream networks, we construct two types of multi-stream architectures: networks with different streams and networks with same streams. As mentioned above, we can generate a different stream by utilizing any method such as max-pooling, average-pooling, convolutional layer with 2 stride, dilated max/averagepooling, adaptive max/average-pooling, fractional maxpooling, "upconvolutional" layer, multi-scale and upsampling. For simplicity, here we use two-stream networks to test the effectiveness of multi-stream networks. Therefore, we can get the networks with different streams by using any two generating ways. To construct the networks with same streams, we use any one of the generating ways to obtain two same sub-networks. For comparing, one of the stream for these two multi-stream architectures is identical. The average accuracy of the comparison for these two types of multi-stream architectures is reported in Table 1 . Because of large results of the combination for any two generating ways, we only test some common generating ways. It is sufficient to illustrate this phenomenon: networks with different streams work better than networks with same streams among the testing architectures. As shown in the table, the architecture with two same max-pooling subnetworks gets the best result among the testing networks with same streams. The architecture constructed with two same 2 stride sub-networks obtains the worst performance. However, when we use both max-pooling and convolutional layer with 2 stride to construct a network with different streams, we can obtain very good results. It means that a stream with the poor performance can further improve the performance of the one with good result. In other words, different streams complement each other to learn some different aspects of the feature maps, that they can not learn independently.
Which is the best number of streams?
We construct four networks with increasing the number of streams from 1 to 4. We use the network of [35] as the onestream architecture. The two-stream architecture is composed of max-pooling and average-pooling. We add the convolutional layer with 2 stride into two-stream network to form the three-stream architecture and the four-stream architecture consists of max-pooling, average-pooling, convolutional layer with 2 stride and dilated max-pooling. As shown in Fig. 6 , the three-stream architecture gets the best performance, this is why we refer our proposed multistream networks as three-stream convolutional network.
How and where to fuse multi-stream networks?
We investigate how and where to fuse multi-stream networks. The three-stream baseline architecture is used as the testing model in this part (See Fig. 2 for details) . As the fusion layer can be injected at any location and two or more fusion layers can be adopted in a three-stream network, the combination of them has many options. For example, with two fusion layers, we can first fuse two streams at a certain layer and then merge with the third one at another layer. The combination of two streams has 3 situations and the first fusion layer can be located at any layer. As a result, for a 3 layers network, it has at least 6 combinations. Hence, we only consider that one fusion layer is used in the threestream network.
To choose the best method of fusing layers among multistream networks, we compare different fusion strategies with the three-stream baseline architecture. Table 2 reports the performance for all the fusion methods as described in Section 3.2. We observe that width fusion performs the best and is slightly better than height fusion. We also see that the sum fusion gets the worst result. It is not surprising as the sum fusion adds three streams together. As width fusion obtains the best performance, we use it for testing and compare the performance for fusion from different layers in Table 3 . As shown in this table, fusing the three-stream network at Conv3 achieves the best performance.
Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods
To further evaluate the performance of multi-stream networks, we compare the proposed three architectures with the state-of-the-art methods on iLIDS-VID, PRID-2011 and MARS datasets.
Results on iLIDS-VID and PRID-2011
We now compare the performance of our proposed models with the state-of-the-art methods for video-based reidentification: STA [21] , DVR [29] , SRID [10] , AFDA [13] , DVDL [9] , CNN-RNN [24] , CNN-BRNN, ASTPN [37] and AMOC [20] . Note that the better results of AMOC are obtained by using a better optical flow algorithm [26] . With the old algorithm [22] , our proposed models achieve the Table 4 . Comparison of our approaches with other state-of-the-art methods on iLIDS-VID and PRID-2011. Note that the better results of AMOC are obtained by using a better optical flow algorithm [26] . With the old algorithm [22] , our proposed models achieve the best performance against all the methods including AMOC. best performance against all the methods including AMOC on both iLIDS-VID and PRID-2011 datasets.
The CMC results of our architectures with other models are listed in Table 4 . In general, networks with different multi-streams perform better than other networks without this architecture on both iLIDS-VID and PRID-2011 datasets. With old algorithm of optical flow, our proposed two-stream multi-scale model can achieve a matching rate of rank-1 of about 65.4% on iLIDS-VID dataset, which is higher than all the testing methods. When we use threestream multi-scale architecture, the performance can be further improved, especially for rank-1 and rank-5. The improvements are 2.1% and 2.6% for rank-1 and rank-5 respectively. For PRID-2011 dataset, the two-stream multiscale network outperforms other methods, with rank-1 accuracy of 79.7%. It is possible that the two-stream multiscale network has less parameters and can be trained well on the less challenging dataset. The reason that our proposed models achieve such good performance is that different multi-streams focus on different aspects of the feature maps and they complement each other to learn some union characteristics.
Results on MARS
To further evaluate the proposed architectures, we also conduct experiments on the large and realistic MARS dataset. We use the similar protocol in [35] and randomly choose two cameras of the same person for testing. Table 5 presents the performances of our model compared with the RNN-CNN and ASTPN [35] . As shown in Table 5 , our proposed model still achieves the best accuracy. It again illustrates the effectiveness of our proposed architecture that uses different streams to take full use of feature maps. It should be pointed out that we only test the two-stream multi-scale architecture with max-pooling and dilated max-pooling for this dataset.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a multi-stream architecture, which first uses different streams to learn different aspects of the feature maps, and then merges them together to obtain some union characteristics that can not be learned independently. Based on this architecture, we constructed a new model termed Three-Stream Convolutional Networks (TSCN), which can make full use of the learned feature maps. To further reuse the feature maps, we proposed two multi-scale architectures with the strategies of multi-scale and upsampling. We investigated the function of different streams, the methods and layers of fusion, the number of stream. Our results suggest the importance of learning correspondences between different streams. We also showed that a full connection layer in the multi-stream networks is not necessary. The comprehensive experiments indicate that our proposed networks can achieve the performance superior to the existing state-of-the-art models on iLIDS-VID, PRID-2011 and MARS datasets. As a multi-stream architecture will generate multi-vectors, how to use outer product to obtain an efficient feature representation would be an interesting extension in further studies.
